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The TeVatron collider at Fermilab is working well, and both the CDF and D0 experi-
ments are collecting high-quality data at an impressive rate. The B physics program
at the TeVatron is producing a wide range of new results. In this talk [1] I summarize
recent results for the search for the decays Bs(Bd)→ µµ and B hadron lifetimes.

1 Bs → µµ and Bd → µµ

The decays Bs → µµ and Bd → µµ are flavor changing neutral current decays in the
Standard Model and are therefore highly suppressed. The decay Bd → µµ is suppressed
even more by the ratio of the CKM matrix elements Vtd/Vts. Figure 1 shows the rele-
vant Standard Model Feynman diagrams for Bs → µµ. The Standard Model expectations
for these modes are BR(Bs → µµ) = 3.42 ± 0.54 × 10−9 and BR(Bd → µµ) = 1.0 ±
0.14× 10−10[2], still far from the current experimental limits. But many models for physics

Figure 1: Standard Model diagrams
for the decay Bs → µµ.

beyond the Standard Model, particularly Supersym-
metry, enhance these branching ratios by orders of
magnitude. Therefore observation of Bs(Bd) → µµ
would be evidence for new physics.

The new D0 limit on this decay mode, based on
about 2fb−1 data, is the first physics result from D0
to use their L0 silicon detector. L0, inserted during
the spring 2006 shutdown, provides a substantial im-
provement in identification and measurement of dis-
placed vertices.

The D0 search for Bs → µµ requires two muons
with pt > 2.5GeV and | η |< 2 which form a
good vertex. A likelihood ratio (LHR) is formed
using six variables: muon isolation, transverse de-
cay length significance, B impact parameter, minimum µ impact parameter, vertex χ2

probability, and pointing angle (the angle between the vector from the primary to the
secondary vertices and the momentum of the reconstructed dimuon system). For each
variable a probability density function (PDF) is determined for both signal (from Monte
Carlo) and background (from Mµµ sidebands). The likelihood ratio for each event is then

L =
Q
SiQ

Si+
Q
Bi

where Si is the PDF for the signal and Bi is the PDF for the background for variable i. If
the variables do a good job of distinguishing signal from background, L is peaked near 1 for
signal and near 0 for background. The left side of Figure 2 shows the LHR for signal Monte
Carlo and background, with the cut indicated by the arrow. The right side of figure 2 shows
the LHR vs. Mµµ plot for the RunIIa (pre-upgrade) dataset, with the final signal region in
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Figure 2: D0 result for the LHR for signal and background (left); the arrow indicates the
value of the cut in LHR. The right plot is the LHR vs. Mµµ for the RunIIa (pre-upgrade)
dataset.

dimuon mass indicated. In the RunIIa dataset, one event passes both LHR and mass cuts,
while in the RunIIb dataset two events pass both cuts. The expected total background is 2.3
± 0.36, so no excess of events over background is observed. The total flux of Bs decays for
this data sample is determined from the normalization mode B+ → J/ψK+ with J/ψ → µµ.
The 95% CL limit is BR(Bs → µµ) < 9.3 × 10−8, which is 27 times the Standard Model
expectation. More information on this analysis can be found in the D0 conference note [3]

CDF has a recent result for both Bs(Bd)→ µµ based on 780 pb−1 of data.[4] Their data
is divided into two subsets, one subset having both muons in their central muon detector
(CMU), and the other subset allowing one muon to be in their central muon extension
(CMX). For the first subset, both muons must have pt > 2 GeV and | η |< 0.6. For muons
in the CMX, the requirements are pt > 2.2 GeV and 0.6 <| η |< 1.0. The pt of the muon
pair must be greater than 4 GeV, and they must form a good vertex. In this analysis,
a likelihood ratio is formed from three variables: the B isolation, the 3D pointing angle,
and the probability of cτ , given the known Bs(Bd) lifetime. Figure 3 left shows the LHR
distributions for signal and background. Figure 3 right shows the final LHR vs. dimuon
mass, with the signal regions indicated. For Bs one event is observed with an expected
background of 1.27 ± 0.37, and for Bd two events are observed with an expected background
of 2.45 ± 0.40. Again there is no excess over the expected background. CDF has also used
the normalization mode B+ → J/ψK+ with J/ψ → µµ. The resulting limits at 95% CL are
BR(Bs → µµ) < 1.0 × 10−7 and BR(Bd → µµ) < 2.3 × 10−8 which are 20 and 230 times
the Standard Model expectation, respectively.

We can (unofficially) combine the CDF and D0 limits to obtain a combined 95% CL
limit BR(Bs → µµ) < 5.8 × 10−8, about 17 times the SM expectation. Both experiments
have substantially more data, so this limit can be expected to improve in the near future.

2 B Hadron Lifetime Measurements

Lifetimes for B hadrons can be calculated in Heavy Quark Expansion models[5], so precision
measurements of lifetimes are good tests of this model. D0 has recent measurements on
Λb, both through the exclusive channel Λb → J/ΨΛ with J/ψ → µµ, and through the
semileptonic channel Λb → ΛcµνX with Λc → Ksp. CDF has a measurement in the exclusive
channel only.

Figure 4 shows the CDF result [6] for the Λb mass and cτ distribution in the exclusive
mode mentioned above. There are 532 candidate events, and a maximum likelihood fit on
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Figure 3: CDF result for the likelihood ratio for signal and background (left) and likelihood
ratio vs. Mµµ (right) for the data.

Figure 4: CDF results: Λb mass distribution for fully-reconstructed decays (left) and the cτ
distribution for Λb candidates.

three variables (mass, cτ and cτ error) yields the lifetime measurement shown in figure 5.

The first D0 measurement of the Λb lifetime is based on 172 ± 21 events in the same
exclusive mode. D0 has also measured the Λb lifetime in the semileptonic mode, which
has much higher statistics but also much higher background. [7] The Λb lifetime from the
semileptonic mode yields 4437±329 events. Figure 5 shows the world data on the Λb lifetime.
There is about a 2 standard deviation discrepancy on the Λb lifetime between CDF and D0.
Both experiments have significantly more data, so one would expect this discrepency to be
resolved soon.

CDF has also made precision measurements for B+ → J/ψK+ , B0 → J/ψK∗ or
J/ψK∗, and Bs → J/ψΦ. All are in good agreement with previous measurements and with
expectations. Figure 5 right shows the world data on the ratio of lifetimes τ(B+)/τ(B0).

More information on all these measurements is available on the excellent websites of both
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experiments [8].

Figure 5: World results for the Λb lifetime (left) and for the τ(B+)/τ(B0) (right).
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